
The next challenge - is just one flight away. 
         


lying beyond your comfort zone 

Now that you have achieved a Jet type rating and you’re 
feeling comfortable and confident within your usual routes, 

how do you push outside that comfort zone and take on a bit of 
adventure and a challenge to step out over borders and overseas? 

The simplest answer is… do it one flight at a time.  Don’t try to 
plan an entire trip all at once, even an entire Country just have a 
few places on a wish list, then start looking at closest airports.  
Have a start point and let the weather and ease of entry be your 
next guidance. 
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Cirrus have a huge network of SR22 and SF50 owners all around 
the world, who are extremely experienced in their Country or area 
and very happy to help. They will provide contact details of 
handlers and/or FBOs and procedures for entry see also the 
guidelines below. 

Flying in the USA is the best in the World and once you are ready 
to fly onto other destinations it is hard to find the same type of 
service and ground handling that you’re used to, so just expect it 
and know it is something that will feel a little uncomfortable and 
you will need to have some patience but use the moment as all 
part of the adventure and the challenge to work situations from 
the unknown to a fun story to tell later.  Most countries and 
especially people in the world are helpful and friendly, if you’re 
friendly, show some interest in them, they will love you. 

One flight at a time… 

Here is how we took on the World!   

It was not our initial intention to actually qualify for an 
"Earthrounder", we knew after picking up the Vision Jet that we 
wanted to fly off to South America and eventually through to 
Europe and Africa again, perhaps that was as far as the thoughts 
went. Knowing that when we flew the SR22 in 2014 from USA to 
Australia in 5 months, we completed the trip far to quickly.  We 
knew that this time we wanted to take our time and enjoy each 
place until we felt it was time to move on. 

Amir is a planner, he starts by just playing with the Fore flight 
application and plotting a course. For instance the South American 
trip started with going to a lot of Countries and was dwindled 
down to Belize, Panama, Ecuador (for the Galapagos Islands), Peru 
(fuel and rest stop at Paracas), Chile and all of Patagonia, Ushuaia 
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Argentina for the tick the box, to be the first Vision Jet to land at 
the end of the world (Amir did have some boxes to tick as most 
adventurers do!). Then onto Brazil which was cut short by the 
pandemic in the world.  It really doesn't matter that the original 
plan was cut short as things happen and the ability to adapt and 
adjust is the key.  Things happen, weather happens, political 
situations evolve and the unexpected might show up on your next 
destination so don't be that guy that needs to be anywhere at a 
certain time, or this type of travel may not be for you. Go with an 
organized tour like Air Journey if that will keep you feeling 
comfortable, or Flight Academy, who knows next time you may try 
to adventure off on your own. 

Choose your partner wisely…. 

The best person to enjoy this trip with is your spouse, life partner 
or a son or daughter.  They already know how much of a pain in 
the butt you can be so there are no surprises there.  The most 
questions that we are asked is how can we spend so much time 
together?  Being flexible and easy going helps.  A lot of pilots also 
ask "How can I get my wife to travel with me?" From my 
perspective being the wife and crew member that doesn't have 
any flying qualifications besides sitting right seat and observing, I 
have gained a lot of trust in Amir and this is important. I trust him 
to guide us into places that are safe and I have trust in his ability to 
fly the aircraft.  

Firstly the Cirrus type rating training; just look who leads this 
incredible team; Matthew "Mutt" Manifold! Upholding the highest 
and most professional standards. Taking the pilots through the 
toughest private pilot training and not giving an inch until they are 
proficient to fly the aircraft. In this I have trust, the recurrent 
training each year reinforces the proficiency and irons out any bad 
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habits that may have been collected.  I noticed immediately the 
difference after each of Amir's re-currencies. 

Completing a partner in command course is highly recommended 
to get familiar with the aircraft, processes and emergency systems. 
Knowledge is empowerment and being able to understand and 
assist the partner pilot builds a strong relationship. 

Clearances and handlers  

Here are some tips on how to get through all that bureaucracy in 
airports. 

International flights; First entry into the Country is the designated 
Point Of Entry Airport.  These airports will have Customs and 
Immigration services and Flight Support services provided by the 
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Airport Authority Handling Services, a flight support agent or by 
and FBO.  

If the service is provided by the Airport Authority Handling 
Services the fees can be minimal. 

A good handler can assist with:  

• Permits to enter the destination, land and clearances to over fly 
countries on the flight path and local CAA clearances. 

• Completion of required documentation including general 
customs declarations,  entry authorization and health forms. 

• Assistance with fuel (although not necessarily provided by a 
handler), parking and slot arrangement, security and airport access, 
immigration and customs. 

• Suggestions and discounts on accommodation, rental of cars 
and shuttle services.  

• Departure procedures, weather and flight planning on 
departure.  

How to find a good handler and how much should the service 
cost?   

The search is not straight forward however there are a few 
starting points. Companies that manage flight services such as 
Universal, WFS (World Fuel Services)  etc can be costly and worth the 
value for a larger airline or large Jet services and sometimes Vision Jet 
or SR22 owners. We like to use a combination of professional all 
inclusive services and self fly and arrange as much as possible using 
our own skills or smaller niche handlers that specialized in certain 
countries or even certain airports.  

When using a professional service ask for a fully itemized quote 
for each airport to understand all the charges that an airport imposes 
and the charges separated for handling and permits. We found very 
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quickly that most handling services (excluding permits and other fees) 
arranged through professional services were in the vicinity of $750 to 
$3,000 USD per flight. 

Ensure to ask for escorting services to meet you at the plane with 
full escort through all airport security and checkpoints. Then when you 
are ready to fly out they must meet you at the airport entry and guide 
you through the security again back to the plane.  Ask if they can 
arrange or have the fuel services notified and ready to fuel.  

 There are some places in the world that you just don't cut 
corners for instance we engaged a local flight operation support for 
Egypt and Russia but through Europe, USA and South America we 
organized our own handling services.  Look at several international 
entry point airports in a destination, sometimes the same handling 
services operate each airport or different single operators in each 
airport. Talk to all of them in each destination and start to "haggle" with 
them. On average we paid between $200 and $500 USD so there is a 
lot of cost savings to be made with a little self work. 

 Check the guide on the airport website and on flight planning 
software, although we found these can be out of date or have limited 
FBO or services.  The most accurate information we find is through the 
World Fuel application and reaching out to pilot friends and joining 
social media groups to link you with other pilots who either live in the 
destination that you want to travel or have travelled there.  From doing 
many phone calls, emails and group sessions with many new contacts 
we now have a comprehensive list of handlers and can provide 
recommendations in many locations.  Being apart of the Cirrus 
community we have made good connections through owners and 
operators and received the leads from Cirrus hard working Customer 
Service and Sales who demonstrate and deliver the aircrafts all over 
the world. 
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Once a handler has been engaged be sure to give a call to 
customs and immigration to double check the requirements and ask if 
they will come out to your aircraft on arrival or do they need you to 
stop at their offices prior to parking.  Usually on landing you will see 
them waiting on the tarmac for you or tower services will guide you to 
their position. 

Costs involved with airport services are variant so be sure to 
understand that once the handler has outlined his costs the airport will 
also have service costs such as: Aeronautical fee/services, Airport and 
despatch fees, Arrival fees, Ramp fees, Overtime fees.  Those can really 
add up, asking your handler for a fixed fee can avoid nasty surprises. 
Some larger city destinations have arrangements only with handlers on 
slot allotments or access to aircraft can only be obtained through 
handlers, we try to avoid the major airports and concentrate on smaller 
international airports for entry purpose. 

The timeline on when to start to engage with the handler will 
depend on the permits required to enter a country and how long it 
takes to get that permit, expect country overfly costs to be around $75 
USD and landing permits $125 to $150 USD. Some Countries can 
approve entry on the day and others like Brazil and Zurich Switzerland 
need approved entry with a time slot.  

Document Requirements to enter airspace can vary with each  
Country but be ready to supply the following: 

‣ Certificate of Registration of Aircraft 
‣ Certificate of Airworthiness  
‣ Pilot in command license and medical certificate 
‣ Insurance policy certificate. 
‣ General declaration form. 

A good practice is to keep this information ready in templates  to 
use for each destination. 
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An Air Crew card is essential for international travel and will 
provide you with easy access and movement throughout most airports 
in the world, sometimes there is no need to show your passport just 
the air crew card. Each crew member should have the card they don't 
need to be a pilot. 

Preparation is key and sometimes the cost to engage a handler 
can far out way the headache to not engage and try to fly by the seat 
of your pants (pardon the pun).  We have heard many stories of pilots 
trying to cut the costs and spending hours on the ground in confusion 
and frustration to be finally charged many times more than what it 
would have cost through a handler that knows all the tricks of the 
trade.                             Happy haggling!  

Tamra and Amir Hyster  Nov 2021 
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